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6. Design Issues for use 3

DISCUSSION

We anticipate that the following elements will be on this interior page:

- The Lovely Rooms logo. This acts as a link to the home page.

0 The tagline of the site.

- Details of the particular hotel. This will take up the majority of the page and

will look include a photograph of the hotel and a photograph ofa typical room

at the hotei, with a description of the amenities offered.

A navigation bar aligned to the navigation bar of the site as a whole.

Links to the next and previous hotels with availability on the nights chosen.
This will allow the user to browse through the hotels.

-I Design Issues for Web Pages
When you are designing web pages, you should remember the principles and guide-
lines we discussed in earlier chapters, especially Chapters 5 and 9.

There are also a number of additional issues that you need to take into account when

designing a web page. We discuss some of the more important ones next.

6.1 Widgets on Web Pages

In Chapter 16, we considered the design of GU15. Web pages are a form of GUI and

increasingly use a similar range of widgets. The issues we introduced in the section

on the Lovely Rooms Hotel also need to be considered when you are using widgets
on web pages.

6.2 Scrolling

The most important content should be visible without scrolling. Web designers talk

about positioning content above the fold, a term taken from newspaper design.

Broadsheet newspapers are displayed folded in racks, so the stories above the fold

are the only ones visible to the potential purchaser. Similarly, the web content above
the fold has to sell the site to the visitor. There is a risk that readers will miss content

that falls below the fold. Figure 17.16 illustrates a home page that requires scrolling

in order to see important information, such as the purpose of the site and the inter-
nal links. The text does imply that the user needs to scroll down.

At one time. the phrase “users don’t scroll" was frequently quoted as a design

guideline, for example, in the 1996 column by Jakob Nielsen located at
www.useit.com/alertboxi'9606.html. However, since then users have become more

adept in using the Web and designers have become more sensitive to the benefits and

problems of longer web pages. Recent advice has been more user centered. For
example, Koyani. Bailey, and Nall (2003) noted:

Guideline: Make pa.ge—i‘.erigth decisions that support the primary use of the Web
page
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